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ABSTRACT

Certain variables of dynamic system can not be measured, however they play an important role for control
system strategies. In such a situation the approximation,
computer based simulation of these variables could be
useful for further techniques. There are some estimation
methods which can determine the traffic flow in a traffic
network. Based on the knowledge of these values, the
simulation of the turning rates can be made. The paper
treats the simulation of split rates in the traffic systems
modelled in terms of linear time varying system using
different filtering approaches.
The paper proposes three methods for simulation of
turning rates in a basic traffic network. First the unconstrained Kalman filtering, and secondly the algorithm
that has been developed for traffic systems is based on
the unconstrained and constrained Moving Horizon Estimation(MHE) is presented. The constrained MHE problem for traffic systems is modelled in terms of linear time
varying system and solves the split rate estimation process. The estimation is subjected to equality and inequality constraints. A numerical example is solved to demonstrate the Moving Horizon Estimation of split variables.
INTRODUCTION

Simulation is a reliable tool that one uses for model based
design techniques of a real or an abstract system and to
conduct experiments with, in order to understand the behavior and to evaluate various theoretic strategies for operating the system.
Applications of traffic simulation can be classified in
several cases. Some basic classifications are the division
between microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic, and
between continuous and discrete time approach. According to the problem area we can separate intersection, road
section and network simulations. Special fields are traffic
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safety and the effects of advanced traffic information and
control systems.
A newly emerged area is the demand estimation
through microscopic simulation. The dynamic aspect of
traffic simulation in a traffic system needs the previously
measured or estimated volumes of vehicles. Though the
measurement of certain variables in the dynamic description are rather costly, one tries to estimate them. The observation of permanently varying turning rates, in a simple intersection, are rather costly, however the amount of
the turning vehicle could be applied for traffic light harmonization, generally speaking for control.
One divides the intersection into three parts such as
entry, exit and internal flows. The measurement of both
the entry and the exit flows might be assumed. Traffic
density cannot be measured without error, so the idealized flow plays role only in theoretical aspects. A model
setup of entry-exit travel demands regarding an intersection allows estimation methods to determine the internal
link flows. The key of the model buildup is the split parameter ratios. The spilt rate determines the turning percentage of the vehicles entering a traffic system. If one
assumes that these turning rates are slowly varying split
probabilities, the methods to determine probabilities are
called split ratio methods ([4],[10]). The split rates define
a turning proportion. The stochastic view on creating the
model was elaborated in [11].
There exist many estimation techniques, for giving reliable estimation on dynamic OD matrix, their results,
however, could be different. The short review on OD
estimation begins with the Least Squares (constrained
or not), statically based methods such as Likelihood
methods([11]) and Kalman filtering ([2],[3]), or Bayesian
estimator ([20]). Sometimes, combined estimators, using constraints or apriori knowledge about the intersection can be applied.
Constraints must be taken into account in course of dynamic OD estimation. A class of optimal state estimation
methods are called Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE)
methods([6],[13],[16]). The MHE can be concerned as
the dual of the Model Predictive Control, though some
special assumptions must be given for filter stability. Another advantage of Moving Horizon Estimation can be
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where i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m. v j (k) is a zero mean
noise term. The input measurement is a noisy term, since
qi (k) = q̃i (k) + ζi (k), with the same assumption for the
noise ζi (k) as above.
Split variables are independent trials. The model and
its constraints are given by
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The random variation in split parameter is small, and the
wi j (k) is a zero mean random component. All random
components ζ, v, w are mutually independent terms.
For the sake of simplicity, let us arrange all elements
of the OD matrix in a single vector and use the following
notations:
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Figure 1: A simple intersection
the fact that constraints assumption can be combined in
the estimation process. In the following space the Moving Horizon state estimation method is applied in intersection model.
The paper is divided into 5 chapters. After a short introduction, the problem is setup in the first section. The
second section briefly summarizes the estimation techniques for split rate approximation and shows how to apply them for a basic traffic system. The third part gives a
numerical example. The conclusion contains further research problems.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

One of the basic elements in traffic network systems is the
intersection. A basic intersection is given in Figure 1. Let
us denote the volumes occurring in a simple intersection.
To show the problem the following variables are defined:
• qi (k) the traffic volume (the number of vehicles) entering the intersection from entrance i, during time
interval k = 1, 2, ..N
• y j (k) the traffic volume (the number of vehicles)
leaving the intersection from exit j, during time interval k = 1, 2, ..N
• xi j (k) the percentage of qi (k) (turning rate) that is
destinated to exit j, k = 1, 2, ..N.
At the intersection there are no traffic light and the right
of way is not regularized, since from point of view estimation it does not take into account, only for control
purpose has importance.
Let us consider the following intersection model
m

y j (k) = ∑ qi (k)xi j (k) + v j (k),
i=1

(1)

xk = [xi j (k)]T
wk = [wi j (k)]T
vk = [v j (k)]T
The problem is to observe the xi j states under certain condition. The latest estimation of the split probabilities can
be treated as a filtering problem. In the following section
one tries to emphasize the effectiveness of the constraint
Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE) method as a reliable
state observer of split ratios. To understand the difference
between them Kalman filtering and unconstrained MHE
is computed and simulated as well.
TURNING RATE ESTIMATION METHODS

Usually for real systems the states can not be measured
since the output map is only a subset of the whole state
space. In many application the knowledge of the states
has particular importance for implementation, for state
feedback control problems. State estimation for control
purpose becomes primordial and many estimation technique has been developed already.
State estimation gives us the possibility to observe via
output the unmeasured states, and for stochastic systems
to reduce the state and measurement noise occurring as
well. Though for linear stochastic system different estimation methods provide quite a good approximation of
the real state, but the realization of nonlinear state estimation under stochastic noise causes problems.
In our case the turning rate estimation of a simple intersection has many control objectives, i.e. the turning
amount of the vehicle in a direction could modify the optimal traffic light control. Certain class of noisy linear
discrete time system can be described is as follows:
xk+1 = Ak xk + Bk uk + Gk wk
yk = Ck xk + Dk uk + vk

(5)
(6)

One can neglect the control input, since the split rate dynamic can be assumed as a

The batch estimator is given by
min

(x̄0 ,ŵ−1|k ,...,ŵk−1|k )

xk+1 = Axk + Gwk

(7)

yk = Ck xk + vk

(8)

Ψk = ŵT−1|k Q−1
0 ŵ−1|k +
k−1

+ ∑ ŵTj|k Q−1 ŵ j|k +

with x0 given and with Gk = Ak = In .
where Ak shows the propagation of the states from xk
to xk+1 , the control input uk affects the dynamic system
through Bk input direction map, and Gk wk is the weighted
state noise with zero mean random signal wk . Gk is called
noise distribution matrix and colors the white noise wk .
Usually noisy systems are described with an additional
disturbance term in dynamic equation.
The output map Ck can be a time or parameter varying map deciding about measured outputs, under output
noise. When stochastic noise are presents, such as wk ,
respectively vk , the resulting state estimator one is often
called filter. Although it provides optimal estimation under the noisy, measured output information.
Stability of filter can be shown by computing the error
system for nominal case, i.e. the simulation of noiseless
filter and real system from a different initial condition.
The filter design methods needs the probabilistic description of the noisy term, such as probability density function. As an example of Kalman filter, which gives optimal
solution with minimizing covariance of state errors.
Stochastic programming framework for estimation exists as well. Stochastic optimization methods consider
zero mean random noise with Gaussian distribution.
When comparing optimal filter design methods, one
usually starts with general Least Square(LS) method,
which has been first presented in the second parts of 60’s.
Since computer based numerical solution was unable to
gain the estimation results, practical implementation was
impossible at the time. The reason why nowadays it
has been so successful is the possibility of including explicit information about estimation processes. The implementation of limitation concerning state or measurement
noise can be understood from the Nature, since unlimited
disturbance can not be interpreted.
General outlook of stochastic state estimation process
can be seen on Figure 2.
From point of view numerical realization of state estimation recursive algorithm formulation is necessary. The
most general formulation of LS for dynamic systems is
the Batch or Full Information Estimation (BE,FIE). It offers the possibility to maintain equality or inequality constraints in an infinite horizon. The main drawback of this
solution of state estimation is the computational requirements, because when applying, the entire past behavior
of estimated process is familiar for estimation.
The above estimation problem becomes a time variant
case for (8).
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subject to:
x̂0|k = x̄0 + ŵ−1|k
x̂ j+1|k = Ax̂ j|k + Gŵ j|k
y j = Cx̂ j|k + v̂ j|k
with R−1 , Q−1 which are symmetric positive semidefinite noise weighting matrices. While Q0 penalizes
the x̄k−N initial state, R−1 weights the output prediction
error and Q−1 penalizes all estimated state noise.
The optimization problem grows step-by-step and becomes intractable even for small dynamic systems.
The general stability property of unconstrained batch
estimation can be applied for constrained with some special assumptions. The feasibility of the constrained optimization comes, over all, from the initial values of the estimated state and noise. Naturally, for constrained batch
an unstable A could cause unstable estimator, since the
unstable true system trajectories cannot be observed with
constraints on estimator states. However, general (nominal) asymptotic stability even for unstable A can be ensured.
The Moving Horizon Estimation scheme can be seen
in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Stochastic Estimation Process

Let the generalized MHE optimization criteria be defined by the following functional
min

(x̄0 ,ŵk−N−1|k ,...,ŵk−1|k )

Ψk
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N ŵ−1|k +
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v̂Tj|k R−1 v̂ j|k + Ψ∗k−N ,

j=k−N

subject to:
x̂k−N|k = x̄k−N + ŵk−N−1|k
x̂ j+1|k = Ax̂ j|k + Gŵ j|k j = k − N − 1, . . . , k − 1
y j = Cx̂ j|k + v̂ j|k j = k − N − 1, . . . , k
If the expected output is small, R−1 has to be chosen
large, compared to Q−1 , and the resulting sensor noise
vector becomes small, compared to ŵ j|k . On the other
hand, if our measurements are not reliable, Q−1 should
be chosen large, compared to R−1 .
Ψ∗k−N is the so-called arrival cost, which is analogue to
the cost to go in MPC technique. The arrival cost summarizes all knowledge about the best estimation before the
N-th step. For unconstrained linear case, the arrival cost
can be expressed explicitly. If state or noise inequality
constraints, or nonlinearities are present, we have no analytic expression to generate the arrival cost. Though analytic approach is unavailable, an approximate cost may

be given. When inequality constraints are inactive, the
approximation is exact. Therefore, the poor choice of the
arrival cost leads to the filter’s instability. To find the initial condition of General MHE, one uses a batch estimation for the first N − 1 step estimates.
To slide between windows the filtered estimate update
is preferred.
Another possibility of state estimation is the use of
Kalman filter. The Kalman filter could be applied widely
in traffic systems. This has been published in numerous
papers ([4],[?]). This method, based on Gaussian distributions of random variables, is defined on a probability
framework of the unknown split parameters. Kalman filter equations ([8]) can be formulated as recursive ones
started with an initial condition. The optimal estimation
depends on the choice of state noise covariance (Q) and
on the output noise covariance (R) weights. The Kalman
estimator can be applied subject to inequality constraints
by using stochastic programming([19]). The connection
between Kalman filtering and full information estimation
is known.
EXAMPLE

To show the difference between estimation techniques let
us consider the following solution of estimation of split
ratio. The solution is based on standard Kalman filtering
approach, on general unconstrainted MH Estimation, and
constrained MH Estimation with the equality constraints
(4) and dynamic inequality constraint.
One returns to the intersection model which is now
given by:
xk+1 = xk + uk + wk
yk = Ck xk + vk ,
where Ck contains the elements of qi , a time varying output map. The structure of Ck depends upon the layout of
the intersection.
Ck =

·
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qk+1 = qek + ζk

Figure 3: General Moving Horizon Estimation process

and where qk is the noisy input volume of the vehicles
entering the intersection, with the sensor noise ζk a zero
mean random signal with the appropriate dimension.
The number of split parameter needs to be well chosen in our situation the x = [x13 x14 x23 x24 ]T , the
number of outputs yk = [y3 y4 ]T . One should denote
that in split parameters two types of variation are present:
the permanent systematic component, with a zero average during a time period, and the the random component
which is assumed to be small respect to 1.
Let us suppose to have 1 sample in every second. Let
the horizon comprise 1 sample, and by applying diagonals R, Q and Q0 , the following results are gained. The

simulation covered take 1 hour, which can be seen on the
Figure 4.
Intersection model time simulation

The only difference is the estimation idea, because while
for Kalman filtering the prediction is always a forward,
the unconstrained MH approach is defied as backward
calculation.
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Figure 4: Variables of the basic intersection in time domain
For numerical computation and simulation of the estimated split states one uses quadratic programming either
for unconstrained or for constrained MH. The Kalman filtered states are computed by a recursive algorithm.
For solving MHE numerically, either one may use a
recursive algorithm, which can be derived from Lagrange
multiplier method([6]), or quadratic programming for unconstrained, respectively for constrained MH. Simulating
the split parameter for intersection (Figure 1.), the result
can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 6: Equality constraints x13 + x14 − 1 = 0 and x23 +
x24 − 1 = 0 time behaviour
As it has been shown in Figure 6, the simulated turning
rates (supposed to be real), are estimated with the MHE
process.
CONCLUSION

The article summarizes the Moving Horizon Estimation
approach for a simple traffic system, an intersection. In
traffic engineering the estimation of split variables is important for further optimal traffic light control strategies.
The MHE optimal estimation method shows a possible
way for including constraints into the design procedure.
One could possibly extend the state estimation, based on
MHE algorithm with some additional constraints in inequality form on states, noise or other variables. The selection of weighting matrices and estimation horizon and
the good approximation of arrival cost influence the performance of the estimation.
A numerical example has been shown to demonstrate
how to apply the Moving Horizon technique for split rate
observation.
The general MHE technique could be applied to nonlinear processes which will be in the focus of our traffic
system estimation research.

Figure 5: x12 , x23 , x32 split parameter time behaviour
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